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INTRODUCTION



It has often been said that ‘history isIt has often been said that history is 
for the victors’. But who has ‘won’ 
and ‘lost’ under globalization of the 
fl f i l lflows of capital, natural resources, 
labour and culture?labour and culture?



How have such victories, if they can 
be conceived as such, been played out 
i h it ti i iti tiin heritage conservation initiatives or 
lack thereof for landscapes thatlack thereof  for landscapes that 
invariably contain a wide range of y g
signs and relicts from more localized 
tribal and other traditional cultures to 
those of societies more national andthose of societies more national and 
globalized?globalized? 



This discussion explores alternativesThis discussion explores alternatives 
to the often limited set of 
possibilities for heritage 

ti th t i dconservation that are perceived 
where there are pressures forwhere there are pressures for 
commercialization of historical 
landscapes under globalization. 



Too often, if restoration of a heritageToo often, if restoration of a heritage 
site cannot be linked to some kind of 
short-term income generation, its 
hi t i l i ifi i i d Ihistorical significance is ignored. In 
this stark dichotomy heritagethis stark dichotomy, heritage 
interpretations are often reduced to p
cartoons in highly commercialized 
cultural market places referred to 
derisively as “theme parks ”derisively as theme parks.



Globalization and heritageGlobalization and heritage 
conservation involve a re-ordering of 
material and human resources that 

l b ti ll t i d ican only be partially contained in 
market-based transactions Todaymarket-based transactions. Today, 
much of the heritage conservation in g
the world is in spite of the 
globalization of market places. 



Yet there are still numerous 
opportunities to forge initiatives for 
the conservation of material heritage 
that rely on and foster other kinds ofthat rely on and foster other kinds of 
transnational and interculturaltransnational and intercultural 
relationships.



The central argument of this 
discussion is that the notion that 
th l t k lt ti fthere are only stark alternatives for 
material culture and what can bematerial culture and what can be 
protected, between theme park p , p
commercialization and obliteration, 
is erroneous. We argue that there is a 

ealth of other possibilitieswealth of other possibilities. 



Developing approaches, and 
beginning to codify methodologies, 
t id tif id f k blto identify a wider range of workable 
configurations practices andconfigurations, practices, and 
interventions for landscape p
conservation is the focus of this 
essay.



We begin to explore a secondary 
argument that the wide array of 
possible inter entions for landscapepossible interventions for landscape 
conservation constitutes a distinctiveconservation constitutes a distinctive 
form of contemporary cultural p y
production. While focused on restoring 
h l d i ithe past, landscape conservation is 

derived from constructing newderived from constructing new 
interpretations of today’s culture and e p e o s o od y s cu u e d
dialogues between social groups.



PROBLEM STATEMENT:
CONCEIVING OF CRITICAL 
INTERVENTIONS FOR 
CONSERVATION OFCONSERVATION OF 
HERITAGE LANDSCAPESHERITAGE LANDSCAPES 
UNDER THE CURRENT PHASE 
OF GLOBALIZATION



How can we envision protection of p
material cultural across landscapes 
and begin to conceive of viable 
interventions?interventions? 



How can we construct integrated 
frameworks for identification of 
possible inter entionspossible interventions 
of landscapes typicallyof landscapes, typically 
holding buildings and other human g g
structures, in a manner that is critical 

h l i hi h lto the power relationships that result 
from the globalization of culturefrom the globalization of culture,

capital, natural resources andc p , u esou ces d
information? 



Is it possible to construct a relatively 
transparent process for setting 

t ti l f l d th trestoration goals for landscapes that 
acknowledges cultural editingacknowledges cultural editing 
(including as a form of cultural ( g
expression) while recognizing and 
not avoiding, obscuring or 
obliterating problematic aspects ofobliterating problematic aspects of  
landscapes and history?landscapes and history?



FIVE HERITAGE LANDSCAPES 
BEING 
RE-ORDERED



If the obstacles to protection of p
configurations of indoor and outdoor 
heritage resources have not become 
evident so far the following examplesevident so far, the following examples 
confirm that landscape preservation,confirm that landscape preservation, 
outside of well-known historical sites, 
remains a marginalized and 

t i d t f ticonstrained set of practices. 



A new set of relationships, whichA new set of relationships, which 
have often intensified in this phase of 
globalization, can often function to 

b d i t t ti fobscure nuanced interpretations of 
heritage and historyheritage and history.



In exploring a theoretical p g
framework for conceiving, 
organising and carrying out 
interventions to conserve andinterventions to conserve and 
restore heritage spaces in this timerestore heritage spaces in this time 
of intensified globalization of 
capital, we explore the contexts and 

t f fi l dprospects for five landscapes:



Vancouver, Canada



a pedestrian corridor along a 
reconstructed shoreline with 
historicall and ecologicall orientedhistorically and ecologically oriented 
public art in the recently re-public art in the recently re
developed False Creek area  p





Street Light b Alan Tregilo 1996 on Vanco er historStreet Light by Alan Tregilov, 1996, on Vancouver history



Street Light by Alan Tregilov, 1996, on Vancouver history



Street Light by Alan Tregilov, 1996, on Vancouver history



Street Light by Alan Tregilov, 1996, on Vancouver history



Street Light by Alan Tregilov, 1996, on Vancouver history



a traditional aboriginal food g
production landscape, Belly-Rising-
Up on the Indian Reserve of the 
T t N tiTsawout Nation 
on Vancouver Island at a time ofon Vancouver Island, at a time of 
increased interest in aboriginal re-g
engagement in traditional areas,



Belly Rising Upy g p











the contrasting treatments of two ofthe contrasting treatments of two of 
the older neighbourhoods of Dubai: 
the Bastakaya and Satwa 

i hb h dneighbourhoods;



Al Bastakaya







Satwa











Makbarat al Sahabi, a battlefield and ,
cemetery straddling the border of the 
United Arab Emirates and Oman 
which is of considerable significancewhich is of considerable significance 
in the early development of Islam;in the early development of Islam;









The Makbarat al Sahabi battlefield 
and cemetery is split across three 
j risdictions:jurisdictions:

1 Dibba Hisn part of the Emirate of1. Dibba Hisn, part of the Emirate of 
Sharjah of the UAE;j

2. Dibba Muhallab, part of Fujeirah, 
h f h UAE i danother of the UAE emirates; and 

3 Dibba Bayah which is part of the3. Dibba Bayah, which is part of the 
Sultanate of Oman and its northern Su e o O d s o e
enclave of Musandam.



The last example is from the Salt 
Range of the north-western Punjab of 
P ki t ith it d fi tiPakistan with its dense configuration 
of Islamic and Hindu sites (along withof Islamic and Hindu sites (along with 
those of Buddhism and Sikhism) with )
a recent proposal from a group with 

i d i h h fassociated with the Government of 
India to restore some Hindu sitesIndia to restore some Hindu sites.









CONSERVATION, ,
PRESERVATION & 
RESTORATION AS CULTURAL 
EDITINGEDITING



Protection of material culture, in situ, , ,
and any more comprehensive 
programmes for landscape 
restoration begins with somerestoration begins with some 
perceived need to re-order theperceived need to re order the 
present through re-establishing a 
subset of relationships (and things) 
h h h h dthat are thought to have occurred at 

some point of interest in the pastsome point of interest in the past. 



In returning to the heritage 
landscapes that are already being re-
ordered nder this phase ofordered under this phase of 
globalization there are forms ofglobalization, there are forms of 
cultural editing taking place today g g p y
with no new conservation initiatives.



In this way, heritage conservation is a 
response to some perceived 

lnerabilit of a reso rce in thevulnerability of a resource in the 
present through establishment ofpresent through establishment of 
relationships between the past and the p p
future. Neglect and wilful ignorance 
l f i f falso can function as forms of re-

ordering and of editing culturalordering and of editing cultural 
memories across landscapes. e o es c oss dsc pes.



The cultural editing that invariably g y
takes place through new conservation 
initiatives typically warrants some 
kind of revision or revisiting ofkind of revision or revisiting of 
history and new information andhistory and new information and 
metaphors that cause ruptures in the 
previously dominant view of an 

i l hi d l devent, social history, and landscape. 



We can begin to examine the 
sometimes contradictory editing 

t k th fiprocesses at work on the five 
landscapes in this discussion throughlandscapes in this discussion through 
identifying the threats to resources y g
and present gaps in heritage 
conservation.



What cultural resources are 
conserved today and tomorrow very 
much represent a kind of operational 

f th t k h ld f thmap of the stakeholders of the 
present: some local some nationalpresent: some local, some national, 
some global. g



How effectively are sets of resources 
conserved largely reflect of the 

l t d i t t tiaccumulated interpretations, 
technical expertise resources powertechnical expertise, resources, power 
and linkages with other groups of g g p
particular stakeholders in heritage 
conservation. 



False Creek Vancouver: Lookout - Dikeakos & Best 2000False Creek, Vancouver: Lookout Dikeakos & Best 2000





False Creek, Vancouver: Welcome To The Land of Light, 
Henry Tsang, 1996



Saanich, Canada: Belly-Rising-Up



Al Bastakaya



Satwa



CONSUMPTION & 
PROTECTION OF HERITAGE 
LANDSCAPES UNDER 
GLOBALIZATIONGLOBALIZATION



Has the playing field for initiatives for p y g
conservation of heritage landscapes 
changed fundamentally with this 
phase of globalization? Certainlyphase of globalization? Certainly, 
there have been attempts to constrainthere have been attempts to constrain 
the role of the state along with the 
political influence of citizen groups 

d l t d t land related nongovernmental 
organizationsorganizations. 



But the prospects of the project of 
making the power of the market 

liti isupreme over politics remain 
unclear The theoretical work onunclear. The theoretical work on 
heritage landscapes under g p
globalization remains under-
developed. 



There is nothing is the current phase 
of globalization that precludes 
f d t li d di lifundamentalism and medievalism 
that obliterates the sense of placethat obliterates the sense of place. 
There is much in the current 
emphasis on open markets and 
flows of capital that does contribute 
to the obliteration of sense of placeto the obliteration of sense of place.



AND AFTER: 
PROSPECTS FOR LANDSCAPE 
HERITAGE INITIATIVES 
UNDER GLOBALIZATIONUNDER GLOBALIZATION



It would be easy to digress into a 
polemic arguing that the current 
globalization processes embodyglobalization processes embody, 
almost inherently, a threat to heritagealmost inherently, a threat to heritage 
landscapes. But there is no conclusive 
evidence to support some kind of 

i l l i hi b ifiessential relationship between specific 
losses of material culture and thelosses of material culture and the 
loosening and intensification of the g
forces of capital. 



Capital can often be managed and p g
sometimes even be appropriated for 
the conservation of material culture 
as part of broader socialas part of broader social 
infrastructure.infrastructure. 



The greatest danger to heritage 
landscapes is the rapid rate that 

it l f d d t ti ti iticapital can fund destructive activities 
before cultural resources are fullybefore cultural resources are fully 
detected or understood. But there are 
also many new opportunities for the 
cross-cultural and global exchange of 
kno ledge perspecti es strategiesknowledge, perspectives, strategies 
and interventionsand interventions.



For new, critical interventions for 
conservation of heritage landscapes 

nder globali ation to beunder globalization to be 
successful we offer the followingsuccessful, we offer the following 
principles.p p

1 R i f h i l d1. Restoration of heritage landscapes 
constitutes cultural expression thatconstitutes cultural expression that 
is inherently cross-disciplinary – as s e e y c oss d sc p y s
much art as science. 



2. Realism in stakeholder analysis2. Realism in stakeholder analysis 
requires recognition of a broader 
set of interest groups and bodies 
th t ld b ti t d tthat could be motivated to engage 
around a sitearound a site.



3. Conservation of material culture, ,
in situ, always involves components 
of space, divergent cultural and 

iti d d i i th tcognitive maps, and decisions that 
be classified as urban or ruralbe classified as urban or rural 
planning and design, a kind of p g g ,
dialogue between groups as a form 
of environmental planning.



4 Restoration of heritage landscapes4. Restoration of heritage landscapes 
always involves unresolved y
questions of ownership.

5 N i iti ti i ti f5. New initiatives in conservation of 
material culture involvematerial culture involve 
recombining alliances between g
stakeholders and individuals.



6. Notions of sustainability, as part of y, p
conservation of heritage landscapes, 
must be locally defined.

7 Histories and cultural memories7. Histories and cultural memories 
are often so contentious that 
interventions must recognize and 
reference competing interpretations.



8 For a conservation and restoration8. For a conservation and restoration 
proposal to be successfully p p y
implemented, the operational 
bi f d ibiases of owners and managing 
agencies will be illuminated oftenagencies will be illuminated, often 
at the displeasure of certainat the displeasure of certain 
stakeholders.



Perhaps the most difficult task in 
critically conceiving of heritage 
inter entions ill be in constr ctinginterventions will be in constructing 
a vision of urban space and site-a vision of urban space and site
based cultural resources that is 
independent of, thought not 

il l i i inecessarily always in opposition to, 
the shorter term dictates of profit andthe shorter term dictates of profit and 
the interests of local owners and e e es s o oc ow e s d
merchants.



Satwa





CONCLUSIONS



All heritage resources existing in situ g g
typically are in mixed configurations 
of indoor and outdoor space that 
comprise portions of ecosystemscomprise portions of ecosystems, 
neighbourhoods, and landscapes.neighbourhoods, and landscapes. 



Thus successful landscape and p
neighbourhood preservation 
strategies must be cognizant of 
broader ecosystem and landscapebroader ecosystem and landscape 
processes including regionalprocesses including regional 
development trends and specific 
forms of globalization.



The five examples we have outlined 
are linked in a way that we did not 

ti i l d hi h kmention previously and which make 
them particularly appropriate for thisthem particularly appropriate for this 
discussion. These sites were last re-
ordered in the late 1840s and 1850s 
in a previous wave of globalization



Under the guise of the rule of law and 
protection of human rights, these five 
areas ere integrated into the Britishareas were integrated into the British 
Empire in somewhat different andEmpire in somewhat different and 
uneven ways. The discourses of these y
acquisitions were less focused on 

l f i dcontrol of certain groups  and more on 
supposedly opening these areas tosupposedly opening these areas to 
certain supposedly advantageous ways ce supposed y dv geous w ys
of doing things along with trade links. 











Today’s new ordering of power, y g p ,
historical interpretation, and flows of 
goods and culture, warrant new 
landscape preservation initiatives andlandscape preservation initiatives and 
may well be as profound a shift asmay well be as profound a shift as 
that of a century and half ago. 



Any new landscape preservation y p p
initiatives for these areas will be 
marked by and in turn have impacts 
on today’s various forms and unevenon today s various forms and uneven 
applications of globalization. Ofapplications of globalization. Of 
course, we may be in for shorter, and 
more contradictory, convulsions of 

l b l t l t i i lglobal, or at least imperial, 
reorderingreordering.



There are many ways to conceive of 
new kinds of interventions for the 
conser ation of heritage landscapesconservation of heritage landscapes 
even under the constraints of theeven under the constraints of the 
current phase of globalization. It is p g
possible to envision critical forms of 
i i d l b li iinterventions under globalization: 
approaches that work with but remainapproaches that work with but remain 
critical, and at times oppositional, to c c , d es oppos o , o
local political economies.



The core of developing critical p g
approaches to conservation of 
heritage landscapes is recognition 
both the processes of social editingboth the processes of social editing 
and of multiple and oftenand of multiple and often 
contentious cultural and historical 
narratives. 



Any landscape conservation process 
that is preoccupied with only one 
c lt ral narrati e is far morecultural narrative is far more 
vulnerable to either failure orvulnerable to either failure or 
appropriation by commercial pp p y
interests.



In closing, we are lead back to the g,
question of how can local 
communities use the new resources 
and links made possible by theseand links made possible by these 
new forms of globalization tonew forms of globalization to 
reassert their values and better 
protect their material culture in situ?
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